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Abstract- In this investigation study and analyse the use of the natural fibre composites in 

automobile sector as a eco-friendly and potentially renewable material. The natural fibre reinforced 

polyester composites are widely used in various auto sectors as panelling components and other 

internal parts. It can be replace glass fibre reinforced plastics in various applications. This research 

aims to investigate the mechanical behaviour of hybrid natural fibre reinforced polymer composites. 

This investigation is focused to analyse mechanical characteristics of hybrid Raavi, Pirambu and 

Pineapple fibre and GP51Polyester composites fabricated by Compression moulding procedure. 

Single fibre strength, FTIR, Tensile strength, Flexural strength, Impact strength, SEM analysis, 

EDAX analysis were carried out in the fabricated hybrid polymer composites and the impact of 

molecules structure and elongation of individual fibre was studied. The significance of individual 

fibre strength on tensile strength, Flexural strength, impact strength of developed composite were 

observed. The microstructure and EDAX of the composite lamina was also studied. From the 

observation, significance of molecules and elongation of single fibre, properties and micro structure 

of hybrid polymer matrix composites were discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The rising utilization and development of engineering materials, Composites have procure in various 

manufacturing industries. The definite structures of composites ensure enhanced structural and mechanical 

properties in advanced engineering applications. The work which is executed over here involves a set of pre 

fabrication techniques followed by fabrication work and experimental testing. D.A. Derusova et al. have detected 

the extent of impact damage in natural or synthetic fiber reinforced composite with different stalking sequence 

by using ultrasonic vibrometer. The ultrasonic vibrometer is an effective nondestructive tool for detecting 

damage caused by impact. Rachel Koh et al. have performed a comparative analysis of failure criterion with 

experimental data of flax composite laminates for optimizing the strength, stiffness and interaction parameters.  

G Bujjibabu et al. have conducted a composite experiment with the fibrous waste products of coconut and banana 

tree in order to observe the mechanical and water absorbing behavior of natural fiber reinforced polypropylene 

hybrid composite. J.P. Torres et al. have prepared statistical data of tensile properties in natural fibers for 

approximately fifty different samples with different orientations.  Faissal Chegdani et al. studied on tribological 

behavior of natural fibers about their thermal effect. As a result of this study, they found that reducing 

temperature will affect the chip morphology and improve the cutting behavior. Natalia de et al. presented a 

comparative analysis of composite materials with curaua fiber and glass fiber and found out that the fibrous 

density is maximum in curaua fiber composite and tensile strength is maximum in glass fiber composite. Fábio 

de Oliveira Braga et al. conducted an impact test on curaua fiber reinforced polyester composite with 7.62 mm 

bullet impact tester as a stand-alone ballistic armor.  Ashik K P et al. have conducted moisture absorption test, 

flexural and impact test with coconut fiber and glass fiber composite specimen. The results showed that when 

the percentage of coconut fiber in the composite increases, the moisture absorption capacity also increases. The 

flexural stress is found to be higher when there is high proportion of glass fiber and the impact strength is found 

to be higher when the percentage of epoxy increases.  Rakesh Potluri et al. have pointed the suitable analytical 

method for determining the mechanical properties of fiber composite.  Vijay R et al. have studied in natural fiber 

composite with cyperus pangorei fiber in order to observe the mechanical characteristics based on its stacking 

sequence. F.Z. Arrakhiz et al performed experiment by reinforcing doum fiber into the low density polyethylene 

composite. They found that the addition of doum the addition of doum fiber has improved the Young modulus, 
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flexural modulus and torsion modulus. F.Z. Arrakhiz et al investigated the experiment with Clay/pine cone fiber 

hybrid polymer composite and found out that the addition of nano clay particles into pine cone fiber have 

improved the mechanical properties of the composite material. H. Essabir et al observed that the compatibilized 

composites behaved in a different manner than the binary ones and the use of coupling agent has improved the 

rheological and tensile properties of the composites. M. Ramesh et al [14] performed comparative analysis with 

three different composite material, from the result observed they found out that jute composite material has 

maximum tensile strength, jute and sisal mixture composite sample has maximum flexural strength and 

maximum impact strength is obtained from the sisal fiber composite. Lukas Sobczak et al conducted experiment 

on Polypropylene composites with natural fibers and wood – General mechanical property profiles, the observed 

that they concluded current composite mixture has many weakness and further research for improving the 

technical parameters is to be executed. T.P. Sathishkumar et al studied the snake grass fiber isophthallic polyester 

composite, from the results observed they found that tensile strength and modulus of the snake grass fiber is 

higher and equal to the other natural fibers. The tensile and flexural properties of the snake grass fiber isophthallic 

polyester composite are significantly improved with the various fiber volume fraction and fiber length. Daniel 

Lawrence et al. developed high strength composite drive shaft for auto applications and fabricate the natural fibre 

based particulate filter for advanced air-conditioning system. Amal Elzubair et al investigated the 

polyethylene/piassava fiber composites, the found out that the addition of piassava fiber to the composite have 

improved the tensile and flexure behavior. Further the treatments of piassava fibers by sodium hydroxide has 

improved the mechanical properties of the composites. The major objective of this work is to identify the 

mechanical properties and micro structure of the composite material through tensile, flexural, impact test EDAX 

analysis and Scanning electron microscope analysis. The results observed through the test specimens and 

observed the results through image, graphical and tabular formats. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND ASSUMPTIONS 

In this investigation, three natural fibres namely Raavi fibre (ficusreligiosa), Pineapple fibre (Ananas comosus) 

and pirambu [arundinaria] fibres are selected and evaluate the fibre performance under different compositions.  

The Raavi fibre is collected from bodhi tree outer layer of sticks by pealing, Pineapple fibre extracted from their 

leaves and the pirambu fibre is obtained from cane plantations. The selected fibres are shown in Figure 1. 

GP51Polyester was selected as matrix. The fibres are collected from different region and they exhibit variation in 

mechanical and physical properties. The selected different level of composition are displayed in Table 1. The level 

of compositions are evaluated and identified the significance of elongation and the impact of single strength.  

 

Figure. 1. Raavi, Pineapple and Pirambu fibers. 

 

Table 1. Various levels of Fibre reinforcement composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specimen 

No 

Composition 

 Raavi Pineapple Pirambu Epoxy MERP 

catalyst 

Octane 

solution 

1 15 15  69.5 0.25 0.25 

2 15  15 69.5 0.25 0.25 

3  15 15 69.5 0.25 0.25 
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The natural fibre reinforced polyester matrix composite was developed by compression moulding machine. 

The fabrication processes is executed by starting the machine followed by setting the layup plate for preparing the 

lamina. The selected compression moulding machine, fabricated composite lamina sample and others are shown 

in Figure 2. The compression moulding machine set up with 5 to 15 amps current and the die temperature 348K 

with the pressure of hydraulic actuation is 2 bar as compression load. The hot composite lamina is removed from 

the layup plate and placer under some load for natural cooling in atmosphere. This fabricated size of the composite 

lamina is 300*300*3. 

  

Figure 2. Compression Moulding Machine, Cutting vertical bandsaw, Universal Testing Machine  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The prepared composites lamina were evaluated to predict the behaviour and nature of fibers. The 

characteristics of the fabricated composites are compared to each other due to the observed changes of composites 

behaviour, properties and characteristics. The preprocessing study were pointed by using single fibre strength and 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The properties and characteristics of reinforced hybrid composites are 

evaluated by tensile strength, flexural strength, Impact strength, SEM analysis and Energy Dispersive X-ray 

analysis. 

3.1 Single fiber strength for Preprocessing 

 Single fibre strength analysis were used to observe the tensile strength of single fibre filament. This 

preprocessing test was conducted to evaluate the mechanical behavior of the fibre by single fiber test with respect 

to ASTM standard D3822 by 100 series modular universal testing machine. The graphical representation of single 

fibre test results were shown in Figure 3. 

3.1.1 Single Fiber Test for Raavi 

 The maximum force and elongation are obtained by just a step on the point or on the region of the 

breaking zone. The study of this preprocessing result would help us to come up with the prediction of method in 

which the composite work. The observations obtained by conducting single fiber test over a Raavi fiber shows 

that the corresponding maximum force and elongation of 5.07N and 2.22%, the fiber louses its strength after it 

attains the maximum peak value and it breaks at a force of 3.46N with 1.195% of elongation by applying gradual 

tension of 10mm/min respectively. 

 

Figure 3. Single fiber test for Raavi, Pineapple and Pirambu fiber 
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3.1.2 Single Fiber Test for Pineapple 

 Based on the observations which are obtained by conducting single fiber test over a Pineapple fiber we 

observe that the corresponding maximum force and elongation of 2.46N and 0.945% by applying gradual tension 

of 10mm/min respectively. The maximum force and elongation are obtained just by a step on the point or on the 

region of the breaking zone. The results obtained by testing single pineapple fibre are plotted in the graphical 

representation. The same force and elongation is obtained at the breaking point. 

3.1.3 Single Fiber Test for Pirambu  

 The observations obtained by conducting single fiber test over a Pirambu fiber shows that the 

corresponding maximum force and elongation of 29.71N and 20.22%, the fiber louses its strength after it attains 

the maximum peak value and it breaks at a force of 26.25N with 21.64% of elongation by applying gradual tension 

of 10mm/min respectively. 

3.2 FTIR Test 

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis was conducted by passing a thin beam of infrared light 

of definite frequency through the specimen in order to observe the wave number with respect to the corresponding 

percentage of transmittance or absorbance. The major objective of FTIR test were to obtain the substance in a 

material by observing the functional group of the material, this could be done by correlating the wave number of 

infrared beam of light with the wave number of molecules present in the substance. These observations would be 

helpful in proceeding the research in preprocessing, fabrication and experimental tests and techniques. The 

observed results of FTIR test results were shown in Figure 4. 

3.2.1 FTIR Test for Raavi Fibre 

The chemical characteristics of raavi fibre is observed by passing a thin beam of infrared light through the 

specimen, the results converged  are obtained through transmittance - wave number graph. Based on the visual 

observation of graph it is found that the absorbance of IR light is more in the finger print region then in functional 

group region. The wave number of 3285.88 shows the presence of strong and broad alcohol (O-H) group which 

is exhibiting stretching vibration at a transmittance of almost 65%. The wave number of 2917.90 shows the 

presence of strong alkane (C-H) group which is exhibiting stretching vibration at a transmittance of almost 88% . 

The values beyond the wave number of 1800 are neglected since they come under finger print region. 

Formaldehyde is the chemical compound observed in Raavi fibre. 

 

Figure 4.  FTIR graph for Raavi fibre, Pineapple fibre and Pirambu fibre 
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3.2.2 FTIR Test for Pineapple Fibre 

The results obtained by observing the graph, it is found that the transmittance of IR light is less in functional 

group region then in finger print region. The stretching vibration with the transmittance of 75% is obtained for the 

wave number of 2915.33, the obtained wavenumber shows presence of strong alkane (C-H) group. The stretching 

vibration with the transmittance of 72% is obtained for the wave number of 3299.17, the obtained wavenumber 

shows the presence of strong and broad alcohol (O-H) group. The values from 0 to 1800 are neglected since they 

come under finger print region. It is observed that Pineapple fibre has Formaldehyde as its chemical compound. 

 

3.2.3 FTIR Test for Pirambu Fibre 

The chemical characteristics of pirambu fibre is observed by passing a thin beam of infrared light through the 

specimen, the results converged  are obtained through transmittance - wave number graph. Based on the visual 

observation of graph it is found that the absorbance of IR light is more in the finger print region then in functional 

group region. The wave number of 3338.09 shows the presence of strong and broad alcohol (O-H) group which 

is exhibiting stretching vibration at a transmittance of almost 89%. The wave number of 2918.67 shows the 

presence of strong alkane (C-H) group which is exhibiting stretching vibration at a transmittance of almost 92% 

The wave number of 2116.33 shows the presence of  alkyne (-C≡C-) group with variable intensity at weak or 

medium level, exhibiting stretching vibration at a transmittance of 95%. The wave number of 2035.28 shows the 

presence of weak nitrile (-C≡N-) group which is exhibiting stretching vibration at a transmittance of 96%. The 

values beyond the wave number of 1800 are neglected since they come under finger print region. 1-Hydroxy-4-

Nitrile-2-Butyne is the chemical compound observed in Pirambu fibre.   

3.3 Tensile Test 

 The tensile test is performed with the help of universal testing machine where the alternate ends of the testing 

specimen are held to unidirectional moving supports. The specimen for the tensile test is grooved using wood 

grooving machine from the lamina based on the dimensional specification which is suggested as per ASTM D638 

standard. From the visual observation of the stress strain graph of the composite specimen, the maximum extent 

of plastic zone and the elastic zone was studied. Therefore the nature of the composite specimen is studied for its 

brittleness and ductility. The maximum force attained and the force at which the specimen brakes are studied.  

3.3.1 Tensile Test for Composition 1 

   From the visual observation of the stress strain graph of the composite specimen shows that the composite 

specimen is capable of withstanding up to the maximum extent of plastic zone and the elastic zone is too small 

where the fracture occurs immediately. The observed composite specimen is brittle in nature. Based on the visual 

observation of the graph pointed that the ultimate stress is attained at 32MPa whose corresponding strain 

percentage is 1.99. Based on the visual observation of force to length graph, the composite specimen has elongated 

up to the length of 1.20mm. Since the composite specimen is brittle in nature, the reduction of size along its cross 

section is too small. The specimen attains a maximum force of 1200N at a length of 1.20mm and the specimen 

breaks at 1.22mm with a small drop in force of 1998N for the corresponding thickness of 3mm. The graphical 

image of stress and strain graph, force and length graph and tested specimen were displayed in Figure 5. 

   

Figure 5. Stress strain graph, Force length graph and Tested specimen for tensile test with composition 1 

3.3.2 Tensile Test for Composition 2 

  The tensile test is conducted as per ASTM D638 standard with the help of universal testing machine. Where the 

alternate ends of the specimen are held under tension and loaded gradually until it breaks. The results obtained 

from stress strain graph shows that the composite tensile test specimen is exhibiting malleability of certain ratio, 

having its maximum stress at 9.78MPa with 0.975% of strain. The maximum force is attained at 367N with 
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0.967mm of length. The specimen breaks at a distance of 1mm. The graphical image of stress and strain graph, 

force and length graph and tested specimen were displayed in Figure 6. 

 

   

Figure 6. Stress strain graph, Force length graph and Tensile test specimen for composition 2 

3.3.3 Tensile Test for Composition 3 

    The tensile test was conducted to check the mechanical response of the composite material by applying tensile 

load through universal testing machine. The obtained results in graphical representation of stress strain curve and 

force length curve and tested specimen are shown in Figure 7. From the observations of stress strain and force 

length graph it is noted that the specimen has obtained ultimate stress at 12.5MPa with 0.68% of strain, the ultimate 

force of 403N is obtained at 0.63mm of length, the specimen breaks at 0.67mm of length at a force of 206N. 

    

Figure 7. Stress strain graph, Force length graph and Tensile test specimen for composition 3 

3.4 Flexural Test 

 The flexural test is conducted as per ASTM D790 standard with the help of universal testing machine, by 

replacing the setting of tensile test with flexural test. While we speak about the three point bending method the 

composite molded lamina specimen is simply supported by two fixed supports and the load is applied at the center 

of the composite specimen in order to calculate the bending stress and strain which can be observed through 

gradual loading.   

 3.4.1 Flexural Test for Composition 1 

    The results converged through stress strain graph shows that the maximum force required to break the specimen 

(Figure 8) is 31.67N and the flexural strength attained by the specimen is 42.22MPa respectively. The stress and 

strain at which the specimen breaks is 33MPa and 2.80% respectively. 

  

Figure 8. Stress strain graph for flexural test and Tested specimen of composition 1 
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3.4.2  Flexural Test for Composition 2 

    A three point bending set up is used for this test, where the specimen is held with free degrees of freedom at its 

alternate ends followed by loading it at its center. The measured readings are noted in graphical representation. 

The results obtained from the stress strain curve of flexural test shows that the specimen attains flexural strength 

of 10.67Mpa at an ultimate force of 8N. The pointed result and tested specimen were displayed Figure 9.  

  

Figure 9. Stress strain graph for flexural test and Tested specimen of composition 2 

3.4.3  Flexural Test for Composition 3 

   The Flexural test was conducted to find the ability of the flexural resistance on the fabricated material by 

applying bending load. The results obtained in the graphical form and shows that the specimen were obtained 

flexural strength of 46.89MPa at 1.48% of strain. The ultimate force is obtained at 34.67N. The specimen breaks 

at a load of 36.5MPa at 1.5% of strain respectively.  The graphical results and the specimen were displayed Figure 

10. 

 

Figure 10. Stress strain graph for flexural test and Tested specimen of composition 3 

3.5 Impact Test 

 The impact test is done with the help of impact testing machine as per the ASTM standard ASTM D256. The 

composite specimen which is to be tested is placed vertically in the impact testing machine having its end fixed 

at one side and the other end free, so that the striking edge with the pendulum would cut the work piece causing 

an impact over it. Once the impact is created over the work piece or the testing specimen the readings are absorbed 

through the digital display in the impact testing machine and the necessary results are noted. The tested composite 

specimens were displayed in Figure 11. 

3.5.1 Impact Test for Composition 1 

   Based on the Izod test conducted with the test specimen the internal energy absorbed by the specimen is 22.449J 

and the remaining energy after the specimen stroked is 2.7974J. Therefore the total energy which is delivered to 

the composite specimen is 19.6516J which is the difference between the internal energy and the remaining energy 

and it is the impact value of energy in the fracturing specimen. The impact strength which is obtained in the 

composite specimen in terms of KJ/m2 is 74.591 and the impact strength in composite specimen in terms of J/m 

is 223.797 respectively. 

   

Figure 11. Impact test specimen for composition 1, composition 2 and composition 3 
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3.5.2  Impact Test for Composition 2 

    Izod impact test is conducted over here the composite specimen which is to be tested is placed vertically in the 

impact testing machine, having its one end fixed allowing the other end to strike with the striking edge. The results 

observed shows that the impact strength obtained by the specimen is 207.584J/m. The total energy obtained by 

the composite specimen is 24.8545J having its internal energy which is absorbed by the specimen as 27.449J and 

its remaining energy after  the specimen strikes as 2.5945J respectively.   

3.5.3  Impact Test for Composition 3 

    The specimen is placed vertically with one end fixed and the other end facing the striking edge. The 

specimen obtained that the internal energy of 29.28J, external energy of 2.81J and total energy of 26.24J. The 

maximum strength of 183.34J/m were obtained from the tested specimen. 

3.6 Scanning Electron Microscope Test 

3.6.1 SEM for Composition 1 

 The fractured surface of the Raavi and pineapple fibre reinforced composite was analyzed using scanning 

eclectron micro graphs. Observed SEM images was showed that the fibre and resin compatibility in natural fibre 

polymer composites. The SEM image of tensile fractured specimen showed uniform crack propagation due to 

better mixing of the fibre and matrix. Fibre segregation was found to be good in the fractured region due to the 

improvement in compatibility between the fibre and resin matrix. The observed SEM image of composition 1 for 

500µm, 200 µm and 100 µm were shown in Figure 12. 

 

   

Figure 12.  SEM image of composition 1 for 500µm, 200 µm and 100 µm 

3.6.2 SEM for Composition 2 

 

The fractured surface of the pirambu and raavi fiber reinforced composite is analyzed using scanning electron 

microscopic images. Observed SEM images show the fibre and resin compatibility in natural fibre polymer 

composites. The SEM image (Figure 13) of tensile fractured specimen showed uniform crack probagation due to 

better mixing of the fibre and matrix. Fibre segregation was found to be good in the fractured region due to the 

improvement in compatibility between the fibre and resin matrix. 

 

Figure 13.  SEM image of composition 2 for 500µm, 200 µm and 100 µm 

3.6.3 SEM for Composition 3 

 

The fractured surface of the Pirambu and Pineapple fibre reinforced composite was analyzed using scanning 

electron micro graphs. Since the prescence of pirambu fiber composition is more then that of pineapple fiber 

therefore the morphological natere of pirambu fiber is observed more then that of pineapple fibre. Observed SEM 

images (Figure 14) show the fibre and resin compatibility in natural fibre polymer composites. The porous spots 

over the composite specimen shows the prescence of pirambu fiber which is obtained through water retting method 

in abundance then that of pineapple fiber. 
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Figure 14.  SEM image of composition 4 for 500µm, 200 µm and 100 µm 

3.7 Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis 

 

 Energy dispersive X-ray analysis is the test conducted to obtain the chemical composition of materials prescent 

in a composition with its corresponding weight percentage of the element. This study will help us in attaining the 

better structural composition of the material with respect to corresponding chemical elements prescent in it. The 

observed results of Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis were shown in Figure 15. 

 

3.7.1 EDXA for Composition 1 

 

From the obtained results of the Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis, Carbon element contains the maximum level 

of un-normalised concentration in weight percent of the element, normalised concentration in weight percent of 

the element, atomic weight percentage and the error in the weight percent concentration at the 1 sigma level and 

also the observed results showed that, Phosphorus element contains the minimum level of un-

normalised concentration in weight percent of the element, normalised concentration in weight percent of the 

element, atomic weight percentage and the error in the weight percent concentration at the 1 sigma level. 

    

Figure 15.  EDX analysis image of composition 1, composition 2 and composition 3 

 

3.7.2 EDXA for Composition 2 

 From the obtained results of the Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis, Carbon element contains the maximum 

level of un-normalised concentration in weight percent of the element, normalised concentration in weight percent 

of the element, atomic weight percentage and the error in the weight percent concentration at 1 sigma level and 

also the observed results showed that, Aluminium element contains the minimum level of un-normalised 

concentration in weight percent of the element, normalised concentration in weight percent of the element, atomic 

weight percentage and the error in the weight percent concentration at 1 sigma level. 

 

3.7.3 EDXA for Composition 3 

From the obtained results of the Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis, Carbon element contains the 

maximum level of un-normalised concentration in weight percent of the element, normalised concentration in 

weight percent of the element, atomic weight percentage and the error in the weight percent concentration at the 

1 sigma level and also the observed results showed that, Zink element contains the minimum level of un-

normalised concentration in weight percent of the element, normalised concentration in weight percent of the 

element, atomic weight percentage and the error in the weight percent concentration at the 1 sigma level. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 The natural fibre polyester composite have been successfully developed using compression moulding 

process. Single fibre strength and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was studied to determine the ability of 

the fibre element. Tensile strength, flexural strength, impact strength, scanning electron microscope analysis and 

energy dispersive X-ray analysis are studied by experimental investigation. The following conclusions were 

pointed from the experimental investigation. 
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 Pre fabrication tests are conducted for pineapple, raavi and pirambu fibers. From the results obtained 

better fiber strength and molecular functional groups are identified from pirambu fibers.   

 Different specimens were to be fabricated as per the selected compositions and the prepared specimen 

are tested for tensile, impact and flexural tests as per ASTM standards. 

 The comparative analysis were carried out by experimental results. The mechanical behavior of 

specimens studied and pointed the better performing composites. The compositions which are having the 

pirambu fiber as its reinforcements showed better flexural strength when compared to that of other 

subsequent compositions. 

 The mechanical properties are better for pineapple and raavi fiber of composition one when compared to 

that of composition two.  

 The morphological features of composite laminas, chemical compositions, cracks, resin fiber 

compatibility and fracture propagations are visualized at microscopic level using the scanning electron 

microscope and energy dispersive X-ray analysis tests. 

 Thermosetting unsaturated polyester GP51 is used as the matrix material, so the newly created composite 

materials have good heat resistance and chemical resistance property except strong acids and alkalies.  

 The newly created composite materials can be used for manufacturing safety helmets, automobile interior 

components and cladding panels. Efforts have been taken to introduce new materials under existence. 
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